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Abstract

Recently, more and more research has focused on addressing bias in text classification
models. However, existing research mainly focuses on the fairness of monolingual text clas-
sification models, and research on fairness for multilingual text classification is still very
limited. In this paper, we focus on the task of multilingual text classification and propose a
debiasing framework for multilingual text classification based on contrastive learning. Our
proposed method does not rely on any external language resources and can be extended
to any other languages. The model contains four modules: multilingual text representa-
tion module, language fusion module, text debiasing module, and text classification mod-
ule. The multilingual text representation module uses a multilingual pre-trained language
model to represent the text, the language fusion module makes the semantic spaces of dif-
ferent languages tend to be consistent through contrastive learning, and the text debiasing
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module uses contrastive learning to make the model unable to identify sensitive attributes’
information. The text classification module completes the basic tasks of multilingual text
classification. In addition, the existing research on the fairness of multilingual text classifi-
cation is relatively simple in the evaluation mode. The evaluation method of fairness is the
same as the monolingual equality difference evaluation method, that is, the evaluation is
performed on a single language. We propose a multi-dimensional fairness evaluation frame-
work for multilingual text classification, which evaluates the model’s monolingual equality
difference, multilingual equality difference, multilingual equality performance difference,
and destructiveness of the fairness strategy. We hope that our work can provide a more
general debiasing method and a more comprehensive evaluation framework for multilingual
text fairness tasks.

Keywords: Multilingual text classification, Debiasing framework for multilingual text
classification, Multi-dimensional fairness evaluation framework

1. Introduction

With the development of artificial intelligence, scholars no longer simply focus on the perfor-
mance of the model, but also focus on how to solve the social bias existing in the model. The
study of detecting and mitigating social bias in artificial intelligence models is not only a
matter of social concerns, but also an engineering issue. Natural language processing (NLP)
is a representative field where the injection of bias is visible because its training data, the
corpus, contains various social concepts that largely influence the inductive learning process
of machines.

In recent years, the issue of fairness in natural language processing has received ex-
tensive attention. A large number of studies have shown that there are obvious biases in
various tasks of NLP, such as word representation (Bolukbasi et al., 2016), lexical inference
(Rudinger et al., 2017), coreference resolution (Zhao et al., 2018), text classification (Dixon
et al., 2018) and sentiment prediction (Kiritchenko and Mohammad, 2018), etc.

However, most of the work focuses on natural language processing tasks for single-
language debiasing in representation bias, and multi-language natural language process-
ing tasks are still in the exploratory stage. The debiasing task of multilingual models is
more challenging than that of single language models. Costa-jussà et al. (2022) found that
language-specific pre-trained models exhibited less gender bias than multilingual pre-trained
models. In addition, although some datasets for multilingual fairness research have been
proposed, these works actually still focus on monolingual language debiasing and evalua-
tion. The mutual influence between languages will lead to a potential bias between the
models, and this bias cannot be well resolved by the single language debiasing model.

When dealing with tasks in multiple languages, multilingual models are easier to use
than monolingual models because only one model needs to be trained instead of multiple
models. However, since the model needs to learn multiple languages, the learning difficulty
of the model is increased, and the performance of the model is also affected to a certain
extent. Recent studies (Wu and Dredze, 2020) have shown that multilingual text repre-
sentations do not learn equally high-quality representations for all languages. Wan (2022)
also pointed out that in multilingual text processing tasks, morphological complexity will
cause performance deviations between different languages. Representational units of finer
granularity were shown to help eliminate performance disparity though at the cost of longer
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sequence length, which can have a negative impact on robustness. Therefore, when dealing
with multilingual fairness tasks, the fairness of performance between different languages
should also be concerned.

Therefore, this paper focuses on the task of multilingual text classification and proposes
a framework for debiasing multilingual text classification based on contrastive learning and
a multi-dimensional fairness evaluation framework for multilingual text classification. The
multilingual text classification debiasing framework consists of four modules: multilingual
text representation module, language fusion module, text debiasing module, and text clas-
sification module. The multilingual representation module uses a multilingual pre-trained
language model to represent the text, the language fusion module makes the semantic spaces
of different languages tend to be consistent through contrastive learning. The text debiasing
module uses the idea of contrastive learning to shorten the distance between samples with
different sensitive attribute values under the same target label, so as to realize the confusion
of sensitive attributes in the semantic space, so that the model cannot recognize the infor-
mation of sensitive attributes. The text classification module completes the basic tasks of
multilingual text classification. For the multilingual text classification task, we hope that
the evaluation of the model is not limited to the monolingual equality difference evaluation
of each language. Therefore, we propose a multi-dimensional multilingual text classification
fairness evaluation framework, which respectively evaluates the model’s fairness across in-
dividual languages, fairness across all languages, fairness across multilingual performance,
and destructiveness of the fairness strategy. We hope that our work can provide a more
general debiasing method and a more comprehensive evaluation framework for multilingual
text fairness tasks.

2. Related Work

2.1 Monolingual Text Classification and Fairness Research

With the development of social media, the task of automatically and efficiently classifying
text through natural language processing has received increasing attention (Yin and Zubi-
aga, 2021; Kocoń et al., 2021; Garćıa-Dı́az et al., 2022). Some recent studies have shown
that bias can affect the performance of the model in this task. Huang et al. (2020) argued
that whether a statement is considered hate speech depends largely on who the speaker
is. Elsafoury (2022) investigated the causal effect of the social and intersectional bias on
the performance and unfairness of hate speech detection models. Therefore, some debiasing
methods for this task have also been proposed. Cheng et al. (2021) proposed a context-aware
and model-agnostic debiasing strategy that leverages a reinforcement learning technique.
Han et al. (2021) used adversarial learning for debiasing. Ruder et al. (2022) pointed out
that measuring the model from only one dimension is very limited, for example, only the
performance dimension is considered without considering the fairness dimension. Although
most of the previous work has considered the performance and fairness dimensions, a lot
of debiasing work is carried out for English, and a little work considers the combination of
fairness and multilingual tasks.
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2.2 Multilingual Text Classification Research

Research on multilingualism has proliferated in order to enable models to be applied to
different languages and to gain new knowledge from different languages. Mutuvi et al.
(2020) proposed that text classification models tend to perform differently across different
languages, more particularly when the data is highly imbalanced in different languages in
the dataset. To solve the performance deviation of different languages, there are three
main solution strategies: (1) Construct more balanced multilingual datasets: For
example, Ponti et al. (2020) proposed a dataset for causal commonsense reasoning in 11
languages XCOPA, Zhao et al. (2020) proposed a multilingual dataset for bias analysis.
(2) Use multilingual pre-trained language models: Wu and Dredze (2019) explored
the performance of mBERT in performing five NLP tasks on 15 languages and found that
it effectively learned good multilingual representations. (3) Cross-language transfer
techniques: Cross-language techniques migrate modeling approaches that perform well in
high resource languages to low resource languages. Webster and Pitler (2020) used a cross-
lingual pivoting technique to improve the performance of a multilingual machine translation
system. On the other hand, Nooralahzadeh et al. (2020) used meta-learning for cross-lingual
text classification model migration, etc.

2.3 Contrastive Learning

As an emerging technology, contrastive learning has been proven to be significantly effective
in a number of areas. In recent years, there have also been a number of approaches that use
contrastive learning to handle multilingual tasks. Pan et al. (2021) proposed that mRASP2
based on contrastive learning improves multilingual machine translation performance by
closing the gap among representations of different languages. Wang et al. (2021) proposed
a multilingual text summarization system CALMS based on contrastive learning strategy.
Kumar et al. (2022)introduced contrastive loss to obtain performance improvements when
migrating English-language Question Answering systems to other languages. Pan et al.
(2021) proposed a multilingual contextual embeddings alignment method based on con-
trastive learning, which enables mBERT with better results and fewer parameters. What’s
more, contrastive learning has also recently been proposed to be applied to fairness. Cheng
et al. (2020) proposed a sentence-level debiasing method based on a contrastive learning
framework for pre-trained language models, which minimizes the correlation between biased
words and preserves rich semantic information of the original sentences. Shen et al. (2021)
used contrastive learning to mix text representations with different protected attributes
to reduce the correlation between the primary task and the protected attributes. Gupta
et al. (2021) used contrastive learning to limit the mutual information between text repre-
sentations and protected attributes and reduce the impact of protected attributes on text
representation. Zhao et al. (2021) proposed a graph debiased contrastive learning framework
to optimize the graph representations by aligning with clustered class information, while
the optimized graph representations in turn can improve the effectiveness of the clustering
task.
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2.4 Research of Multilingual Text Debiasing Methods

The presence of bias in multilingual text classification tasks is more complex than in
monolingual ones, and therefore some studies on multilingual text debiasing have recently
emerged. Huang et al. (2020) measured four biases on their proposed multilingual Twitter
dataset and found that the degree of bias was inconsistent across languages, implying that
monolingual debiasing methods are not necessarily effective in another language. Zhao et al.
(2020) found that when a model trained on one language is deployed to another language,
it also carries bais from the source to the target languages. Wang et al. (2022) considered
languages as fair objects and found that multimodal models are biased against different
languages. Cho et al. (2021) examined the issue of gender bias in translation systems in
German, Korean, Portuguese, and Tagalog and found that scaling up language resources
may amplify the bias cross-linguistically. Costa-jussà et al. (2022) found that pre-trained
models using specific languages exhibited less gender bias than multilingual pre-trained
models and that language-specific models were more distracted from gender coding, which
helped a lot in debiasing.

2.5 Research of Multilingual Text Fairness Assessment Methods

Because equity is a complex and abstract issue, equity measures vary across domains for
different tasks, and the fairness measured by each indicator varies. For the text classification
task, Dwork et al. (2012) proposed a framework for fair evaluation that guarantees statistical
parity, treating people with similar conditions as similarly as possible. For the NER task,
Prabhakaran et al. (2019) proposed a general evaluation framework and employed it to
NRE-related sentiment NLP models and toxicity NLP models by perturbation sensitivity
analysis to detect unintended bias present in them.

The above approaches are more about assessing the fairness of monolingual models,
however, multilingualism is more complex compared to monolingualism, and therefore its
evaluation metrics will be different, for example, Câmara et al. (2022) suggested that there
is limited work on fairness for multilingualism with tasks, and they proposed a new statisti-
cal framework to measure four biases in emotion regression tasks for models trained through
English, Spanish, and Arabic. Wan (2022) proposed an evaluation framework consisting of
a 6-layer Transformer to investigate whether the performance differences of different condi-
tional language models are due to inequities across languages. Although these works have
all evaluated the fairness of multilingual models, the evaluation perspective still remains in
the independent evaluation of each language

As mentioned above, while there have been many approaches to assessing and mitigat-
ing bias, most have been conducted in resource-rich monolingual languages such as English,
Spanish, etc., and it has been shown that ignoring equity studies in resource-poor languages
is itself an inequitable treatment. What works well in one language may not necessarily work
in other languages, and different languages can have different levels of bias, etc. Therefore,
the study of multilingual equity is an issue that needs attention. Although some datasets
for multilingual fairness research have been proposed, these works actually still focus on
monolingual language debiasing and evaluation. The mutual influence between languages
will lead to a potential bias between the models, and this bias cannot be well resolved by
the single language debiasing model. Therefore, this paper studies the fairness of multi-
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Figure 1: The multilingual text debiasing framework.

lingual text classification tasks from the perspectives of model and evaluation to solve the
deficiencies in multilingual fairness tasks.

3. A Debiasing Framework for Multilingual Text Classification Based on
Contrastive Learning

Figure 1 shows the multilingual text debiasing framework proposed in this paper. The
framework we propose can not only guarantee the original classification performance of the
model but also achieve an effective debiasing effect. The framework consists of four mod-
ules: multilingual representation module, language fusion module, text debiasing module
and text classification module. The multilingual representation module uses a multilingual
pre-trained language model to represent text, so that data in different languages can be
represented in the same encoding method. By using contrastive learning, the language fu-
sion module reduces the distance between samples with the same target label in different
languages. As a result, the semantic spaces of different languages tend to be consistent, and
the training data in various languages continues to improve the model’s overall performance.
The text debiasing module employs the concept of contrastive learning to reduce the dis-
tance between samples with various sensitive attribute values under the same target label,
thereby realizing the confusion of sensitive attributes in the semantic space and prevent-
ing the model from recognizing the sensitive attribute information. The text classification
module completes the basic tasks of multilingual text classification.

Given a sample set G = {(W1, y1, s1, l1), (W2, y2, s2, l2), . . . , (WK , yK , sK , lK)} and I =
{1, ...,K} is the indexes of samples, where Wi = {w1, w2, . . . , wn}(1 ≤ i ≤ K) is the text
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sequence of sample i, and n is the sentence length of sample i. yi is the target label of
sample i, where yi ∈ Y . Y is the category set of the text classification task. si is the
sensitive attribute that needs to be debiased, where si ∈ S, and S is the set of sensitive
attribute values. Taking gender as an example, the set S contains two sensitive attribute
values, namely male and female. li is the language of sample i, where li ∈ L, and L is all
languages included in the multilingual text classification task. It is worth noting that under
the multilingual text task definition, during the training process, the model will receive
sensitive attributes and language attributes for training, but during the test process, the
model will not treat sensitive attributes and language attributes as known information.

3.1 Multilingual text presentation module

The multilingual representation module aims to represent texts in different languages with
the same encoding method, so that the semantic representations of multiple languages are
distributed in the same semantic space. We use the mBERT (Multilingual Bidirectional
Encoder Representations from Transformers) pre-trained model to encode and represent
text. The BERT model is a pre-training model based on Transformer. By using NSP (Next
Sentence Prediction) task and MLM (Masked Language Modeling) task for pre-training,
the model has rich semantic representation. mBERT is the multilingual text of the BERT
model. After the text is segmented using wordpiece, the token, segment and position
embeddings of the text are extracted. Besides, generally, we use a special token [CLS] as its
sentence vector representation. Therefore, our multilingual representation module utilizes
the mBERT model as the base model to encode language features, and uses the first input
token [CLS] to obtain sentence vectors express. Therefore, for the i-th sentence Wi, the
sentence vector representation is as follows:

vi = mBERT (ai, bi, ci) (1)

where ai, bi, ci are the token embeddings, the segmentation embeddings and the position
embeddings respectively.

3.2 Language Fusion Module

The language fusion module aims to make the representation of different languages in the
semantic space more compact, as shown in Figure 2, it can be seen that we hope to in-
crease the overlap of the semantic spaces of multiple languages through the language fusion
module (that is, in Figure 2 the larger the pink area). In the language fusion module,
we narrow the distance between samples with the same target label in different languages
through comparative learning, so that the semantic spaces of different languages tend to be
consistent. For a given sample i, all other samples that share the same target label with it
in the batch form the set T = {t : t ∈ I, yt = yilt 6= li ∧ t 6= i}. Among them, the sample
set T contains samples of different languages. Then we could define the contrastive loss
function of the language fusion module for each entry i across the batch is

Llfi = −
∑
t∈T

log
exp(sim(vi, vt)/τ)∑

k∈I/{i} exp(sim(vi, vk)/τ)
(2)

where sim(·) indicates the cosine similarity function.
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Figure 2: Example of language fusion module effect.

The loss of the language fusion module for the entire batch is

Llf =
1

|G|

|G|∑
i=1

Llfi (3)

3.3 Text Debiasing Module

Unlike other debiasing methods that rely on external resources such as sensitive attribute
dictionaries, the text debiasing module can achieve a more general debiasing operation
through contrastive learning methods. The language fusion module shortens the semantic
distance of samples of the same label in different languages, while the text debiasing module
shortens the semantic distance of samples of the same label with different sensitive attribute
values.

The text debiasing module aims to make the representation between samples of different
sensitive attribute values more closely in the semantic space, so that the model is confused
when identifying sensitive attributes, that is, we hope that different sensitive attribute values
cannot be distinguished. So for a given sample i, all other samples that share the different
sensitive attribute with it in the batch form the set Q = {q : q ∈ I, yq = yi∧Sq 6= Si∧q 6= i}.
Then we could define the contrastive loss function of the text debiasing module for each
entry i across the batch is

Ltdi = −
∑
q∈Q

log
exp(sim(vi, vq)/τ)∑

k∈I/{i} exp(sim(vi, vk)/τ)
(4)
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Under the entire batch, the loss value obtained by the text debiasing module is

Ltd =
1

|G|

|G|∑
i=1

Ltdi (5)

3.4 Text Classification Module

In the text classification module, we feed the output of the multilingual text presentation
module as an input to the feed forward layer with KH dimensional weight, denoted by W ,
where K is the number of labels. We denote this intermediate representation as F with
dimension 1K.

F = vi ·W T + b (6)

where · denotes the dot product between the weight matrix W and the context vector
vi and b is a bias term. The final label probabilities are computed with a standard softmax
function using the intermediate representation. The output of the softmax layer P has a
dimension of 1K.

P = softmax(F ) (7)

The text classification module uses cross-entropy loss as the training target:

Lce = − 1

|Y |

|Y |∑
n=1

yn log(Pn) (8)

3.5 Framework’s Overall Loss

The overall training loss of the framework is the overall loss of the language fusion module,
text debiasing module, and text classification module:

L = α · Llf + β · Ltd + (1− α− β) · Lce (9)

Among them, α and β are the loss weights, which are used to balance the learning intensity
of each module. We employ Hyperopt (Bergstra et al., 2011) to search for two loss weights.

4. A Fairness Evaluation Framework for Multilingual Text Classification

For the multilingual text classification task, we hope that the evaluation of the model is not
limited to the monolingual equality difference evaluation of each language. Therefore, we
propose a multi-dimensional multilingual text classification fairness evaluation framework,
which respectively evaluates the model’s fairness across individual languages, fairness across
all languages, fairness across multilingual performance, and destructiveness of the fairness
strategy.

4.1 Monolingual Equality Difference

As with other existing multilingual fairness studies Dixon et al. (2018); Huang et al. (2020),
we measure monolingual equality difference (MED) for the multilingual model.
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We use the classic monolingual text classification fairness evaluation metric FPED as the
evaluation metric of monolingual equality difference. FPED sums the difference between the
false positive rate (FPR) within a specific sensitive attribute’s group and the false positive
rate for all data. We calculate this metric by the following formula:

MED =
∑

d∈D,li∈L
|FPR(li,d) − FPRli | (10)

where D is a sensitive attribute (e.g., race) and d is a sensitive attribute group (e.g.,
white or nonwhite)

4.2 Multilingual Equality Difference

Different from multilingual fairness evaluation, multilingual fairness focuses on evaluating
the fairness of the model in all languages, that is, when calculating FPR, it is the result of
statistics on the test set obtained by combining all languages, that is

MUED =
∑
d∈D
|FPR(L,d) − FPRL| (11)

Among them, FPR(L,d) is the false positive rate calculated by the test set samples with
the label d of the sensitive attribute D in all languages, and FPRL is the false positive rate
calculated by the test set samples in all languages.

4.3 Multilingual Equality Performance Difference

Multilingual group fairness not only requires multilingual models to be fair on sensitive
attributes, but also wants to achieve equal predictive performance between different lan-
guages. From a presentation perspective, it is difficult to implement such a requirement
without clearly defined tasks and metrics. We represent multilingual equality performance
difference by equalizing the macro-averaged F -score across languages. Given a text classi-
fication model, its macro-average F value on the test set in different languages is

F = {Fl1 , Fl2 . . . , Fl|L|} (12)

Next, we take language as group membership and define multilingual equality perfor-
mance difference by equalizing accuracy across languages. A multilingual model M satisfies
multilingual F value parity if Fli = Flj for all languages li, lj . In practice, it is impossible to
achieve F value parity for all languages. We first compute the mean of the macro-average
F-scores for all languages:

Favg =
1

|L|

|L|∑
i=1

Fli (13)

Then, similar to how single-language fairness is calculated, we sum the difference be-
tween the performance of a specific language and the performance of all languages, which
we calculate by the following formula

MEPD =
∑
li∈L
|Fli − Favg| (14)
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4.4 Strategy Destructiveness

We further evaluate whether the model will increase the bias of a sensitive attribute when
removing the bias of another sensitive attribute. We hope that the debiasing of the model
will not only focus on a certain sensitive attribute to be debiased, but can focus on all
sensitive attributes. We believe that when a model debiases one sensitive attribute, it
should not negatively affect other sensitive attributes. Take the model debiasing gender
sensitive attribute as an example. After debiasing the model, we need to evaluate it on
other sensitive attributes such as race and age. A model should not be considered ”fair”
if it achieves debiasing for gender attributes but adds bias for other attributes like race or
age.

Given that the current sensitive attribute of debiasing is S, and other existing sensitive
attributes are O = O1, . . . , Oz, assuming that the fairness results of the model without de-
biasing operation under other sensitive attributes O are MEDO, respectively. The fairness
results of the model obtained after debiasing the attribute S under other sensitive attributes
O are MEDOnew , and then we define the destructiveness of the debiasing operation on other
sensitive attributes as:

SD =
1

| O |

|O|∑
i=1

min(MEDOi,new −MEDOi , 0) (15)

5. Experiments and Analysis

5.1 Dataset

We used the multilingual hate speech classification proposed by Huang et al. They collected
the tweets annotated by hate speech labels and their corresponding user profiles in English,
Italian, Polish, Portuguese and Spanish. The dataset binarizes all tweets’ labels (indicating
whether a tweet has indications of hate speech), allowing to merge the different label sets
and reduce the data sparsity. Whether a tweet is considered hate speech heavily depends on
who the speaker is; for example, whether a racial slur is intended as hate speech depends in
part on the speaker’s race (Waseem and Hovy, 2016). Therefore, hate speech classifiers may
not generalize well across all groups of people, and disparities in the detection of offensive
speech could lead to bias in content moderation (Shen et al., 2018). We show the corpus
statistics in Table 1. Table 1 presents different patterns of the corpus. The Polish data
has the smallest number of users. This is because the data focuses on the people who
own the most popular accounts in the Polish data (Ptaszynski et al., 2019), the other data
collected tweets randomly. And the dataset shows a much more sparse distribution of the
hate speech label than the other languages. The dataset maps the racial outputs into four
categories: Asian, Black, Latino and White. For the race and age attributes, we experiment
and evaluate with binarization of race and age with roughly balanced distributions (white
and nonwhite, ≤ median vs. elder age). Similarly, we binarize the country to indicate if a
user is in the main country or not. For example, the majority of users in the English are
from the United States (US), therefore, we can binarize the country attributes to indicate
if the users are in the US or not.
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Table 1: Statistical summary of multilingual corpora across English, Italian, Polish, Por-
tuguese and Spanish.

Language Users Docs Tokens HS Ratio

English 64,067 83,077 20.066 0.37
Italian 3,810 5,671 19.721 0.195
Polish 86 10,919 14.285 0.089

Portuguese 600 1,852 18.494 0.205
Spanish 4,600 4,831 19.199 0.397

5.2 Experimental Settings

All experiments were carried out using PyTorch1 and an RTX 8000 with 48 GB of memory.
We build our framework based on Transformers2. Furthermore, we choose the bert-base-
multilingual-uncased3 (Devlin et al., 2019) model as the pre-trained model adopted by our
framework. We set the same hyper-parameters with a fixed initialization seed for our models
training, where the batch size is 32 and the feature dimension is 768. The num of epoch
is 10 and the max length of the input samples is 32. With a learning rate of 5e-5 for
the BERT encoder, Adam was chosen for optimization. For the loss weight α, β and the
temperatures of the contrastive learning, we use the Hyperopt4 hyperparameter selection
method to search for the optimal parameters under our framework.

5.3 Baseline

In this section, we introduce the baselines we used. Since most of the current research on
multilingual fairness focuses on building corpora, there is a lack of methods for debiasing
multilingual datasets. The monolingual fairness model relies more on external resources
such as sensitive attribute dictionaries, and lacks scalability. Therefore, in the selection of
comparison methods, we only selected the following five methods:

• BERT (Individual Training): Since our debiasing method is applied to BERT, we fine-
tune the BERT model to measure performance and fairness on the hate speech identification
task as a comparison. Similar to Huang et al. (2020), we used each language’s dataset
to separately train the BERT-based hate speech classification model, which we called it
”individual training”.

• BERT (Merge Training): Different from the individual training mode, the merge
training mode utilizes all of the languages in the multilingual dataset and only trains one
hate speech classification model.

• BERT+FGM: One of the most common methods for model debiasing was adversarial
learning (Chang et al., 2020). We design an adversarial learning framework that fits our
task. We follow the adversarial training method of FGM (Miyato et al., 2016) to add

1. https://github.com/pytorch/pytorch
2. https://github.com/huggingface/transformers
3. https://huggingface.co/bert-base-multilingual-uncased
4. http://hyperopt.github.io/hyperopt/
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perturbation to BERT’s representation module. The disturbance prevents the model from
accurately identifying the author’s attributes.

• BERT+PGD: We use another adversarial learning method PGD (Madry et al., 2017).
FGM directly calculates the adversarial disturbance through the “epsilon” parameter at
once, so the obtained disturbance may not be optimal. While PGD finds the optimal
perturbation through multiple iterations.

• SENT-DEBIAS BERT: This is the sentence-level debiasing method proposed by Liang
et al. (2020).

5.4 Main Experiments Results

As shown in Tables 2 to 5, we conduct experiments on the four sensitive attributes of age,
country, ethnicity, and gender, respectively, and evaluate them in five areas: performance,
monolingual equality difference, multilingual equality difference, multilingual equality per-
formance difference, strategy destructiveness, where the performance indicators include
four evaluation indicators: accuracy, macro-average F-value, micro-evaluation F-value, and
AUC. We will analyze the performance of our approach in relation to the comparative
approach in these five dimensions.

Monolingual Equality Difference The results of the debiasing experiments for the
four sensitive attributes show that training one model for all languages together can signif-
icantly reduce the bias towards sensitive attributes. SentBias works best when debiasing
the age, gender and country attributes, our method is second only to the SentBias method
for these three attributes, and achieves the best results when debiasing the race attribute.
It means that our method has good debiasing capabilities. Although our method is not
as effective as the Sentbias method in terms of the debiasing effect of the three attributes,
we believe that SentBias sacrifices too much model performance, thus allowing the model
to ”under-fit” and create a ”false fairness”, meaning that the model tends to predict the
majority of samples as the easy category. The FGM method is effective in debiasing age
attributes, while training for other attributes fails to achieve ”debiasing”. Similarly, PGD
performs poorly in terms of monolingual equality difference for all four attributes, suggest-
ing that the two methods, FGM and PGD, are unable to focus well on the fairness of a
specific language when the task scenario is set in a multilingual mode, with data from all
languages trained together. In summary, our model achieves good performance in terms of
monolingual equality difference.

Multilingual Equality Difference In the multilingual equality difference assessment,
we can see that our method works best for multilingual assessment when de-biasing the age
and gender attributes, reducing the MUED values of BERT (Merge Training) from 0.0306
and 0.0126 to 0.0159 and 0.0028 respectively. The SentBias method has the best debiasing
performance when debiasing racial attributes, but it is worth noting that in the multilingual
equality difference assessment, the SentBias method is only effective for racial attributes,
and for the other three attributes training instead increases the bias for all three attributes.
Our method is not optimal in terms of racial attribute de-biasing, but it achieves some
debiasing, reducing the MUED value from 0.0540 to 0.0443. Expect for FGM, the other
methods have no significant effect on the debiasing of country attributes. In summary, our
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Table 2: Experimental results of different models on age attribute debiasing

Method Language
Performance (↑) Fairness (↓)

Acc Fm Fw AUC MED MUED MEPD SD

BERT
(Individual
Training)

English 89.18 86.30 89.13 0.9324 0.0982

- - -

Italian 69.20 63.76 70.10 0.7268 0.0225
Spanish 69.96 69.54 70.33 0.7852 0.0512
Polish 86.45 65.02 84.61 0.7875 0.0586

Portuguese 68.42 65.49 67.65 0.6793 0.2292
Avg 76.64 70.02 76.36 0.7822 0.0919

BERT
(Merge

Training)

English 88.22 85.13 88.18 0.9247 0.0583

0.0306 0.0811 -

Italian 72.43 65.17 72.34 0.7224 0.0554
Spanish 71.85 71.58 72.20 0.8016 0.0284
Polish 87.48 64.40 84.91 0.7431 0.0012

Portuguese 61.40 54.79 58.49 0.5996 0.1792
Avg 76.28 68.21 75.22 0.7583 0.0645

FGM

English 88.90 85.99 88.87 0.9318 0.0885

0.0472 0.0709 0.0383

Italian 71.16 64.79 71.55 0.7520 0.0530
Spanish 64.55 64.53 64.35 0.7952 0.1221
Polish 87.91 63.45 84.85 0.8677 0.0051

Portuguese 65.61 62.59 64.87 0.6862 0.0125
Avg 75.63 68.27 74.89 0.8066 0.0562

PGD

English 87.35 84.66 87.56 0.9234 0.0897

0.0358 0.0647 0.0255

Italian 68.51 64.16 69.79 0.7241 0.1529
Spanish 70.23 69.66 70.58 0.7875 0.0509
Polish 87.67 63.59 84.78 0.8541 0.0112

Portuguese 67.02 63.27 65.78 0.7099 0.3417
Avg 76.16 69.07 75.70 0.7998 0.1293

SentBias

English 89.84 87.23 89.83 0.8983 0.1128

0.0774 0.0997 0.0007

Italian 70.24 49.33 64.01 0.4970 0.0201
Spanish 60.22 39.42 47.25 0.4872 0.0063
Polish 58.25 37.57 45.26 0.3512 0.0201

Portuguese 58.95 40.73 47.76 0.3860 0.0204
Avg 67.50 50.86 58.82 0.5239 0.0359

Our Method

English 88.69 85.93 88.74 0.9271 0.0964

0.0159 0.0736 0.0235

Italian 70.93 63.22 70.82 0.7248 0.0328
Spanish 71.18 70.74 71.53 0.8050 0.0123
Polish 87.30 68.01 85.79 0.8068 0.0146

Portuguese 63.51 57.78 61.11 0.6438 0.1120
Avg 76.32 69.14 75.60 0.7815 0.0536
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Table 3: Experimental results of different models on gender attribute debiasing

Method Language
Performance (↑) Fairness (↓)

Acc Fm Fw AUC MED MUED MEPD SD

BERT
(Individual
Training)

English 89.18 86.30 89.13 0.9324 0.0496

- - -

Italian 69.20 63.76 70.10 0.7268 0.1405
Spanish 69.96 69.54 70.33 0.7852 0.1795
Polish 86.45 65.02 84.61 0.7875 0.0416

Portuguese 68.42 65.49 67.65 0.6793 0.1458
Avg 76.64 70.02 76.36 0.7822 0.1114

BERT
(Merge

Training)

English 88.22 85.13 88.18 0.9247 0.0583

0.0126 0.0811 -

Italian 72.43 65.17 72.34 0.7224 0.0554
Spanish 71.85 71.58 72.20 0.8016 0.0284
Polish 87.48 64.40 84.91 0.7431 0.0012

Portuguese 61.40 54.79 58.49 0.5996 0.1792
Avg 76.28 68.21 75.22 0.7583 0.0645

FGM

English 88.90 85.99 88.87 0.9318 0.0588

0.0104 0.0709 0.0370

Italian 71.16 64.79 71.55 0.7520 0.0798
Spanish 64.55 64.53 64.35 0.7952 0.1760
Polish 87.91 63.45 84.85 0.8677 0.0151

Portuguese 65.61 62.59 64.87 0.6862 0.0125
Avg 75.63 68.27 74.89 0.8066 0.0685

PGD

English 87.35 84.66 87.56 0.9234 0.0790

0.0088 0.0647 0.0440

Italian 68.51 64.16 69.79 0.7241 0.0761
Spanish 70.23 69.66 70.58 0.7875 0.0924
Polish 87.67 63.59 84.78 0.8541 0.0133

Portuguese 67.02 63.27 65.78 0.7099 0.1208
Avg 76.16 69.07 75.70 0.7998 0.0763

SentBias

English 89.84 87.23 89.83 0.8983 0.0557

0.0774 0.0997 0.0007

Italian 70.24 49.33 64.01 0.4970 0.0354
Spanish 60.22 39.42 47.25 0.4872 0.0102
Polish 58.25 37.57 45.26 0.3512 0.0208

Portuguese 58.95 40.73 47.76 0.3860 0.0208
Avg 67.50 50.86 58.82 0.5239 0.0286

Our Method

English 88.12 84.71 87.96 0.9283 0.0622

0.0028 0.0653 0.0197

Italian 69.32 62.53 69.72 0.7104 0.0341
Spanish 70.37 70.14 70.71 0.8041 0.0211
Polish 85.35 67.23 84.66 0.8110 0.0409

Portuguese 65.61 61.71 64.33 0.6281 0.0208
Avg 75.75 69.26 75.48 0.7764 0.0358
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Table 4: Experimental results of different models on ethnicity attribute debiasing

Method Language
Performance (↑) Fairness (↓)

Acc Fm Fw AUC MED MUED MEPD SD

BERT
(Individual
Training)

English 89.18 86.30 89.13 0.9324 0.0493

- - -

Italian 69.20 63.76 70.10 0.7268 -
Spanish 69.96 69.54 70.33 0.7852 0.0610
Polish 86.45 65.02 84.61 0.7875 -

Portuguese 68.42 65.49 67.65 0.6793 0.0083
Avg 76.64 70.02 76.36 0.7822 0.0395

BERT
(Merge

Training)

English 88.22 85.13 88.18 0.9247 0.0562

0.0540 0.0811 -

Italian 72.43 65.17 72.34 0.7224 -
Spanish 71.85 71.58 72.20 0.8016 0.0231
Polish 87.48 64.40 84.91 0.7431 -

Portuguese 61.40 54.79 58.49 0.5996 0.0042
Avg 76.28 68.21 75.22 0.7583 0.0278

FGM

English 88.90 85.99 88.87 0.9318 0.0610

0.0589 0.0709 0.0181

Italian 71.16 64.79 71.55 0.7520 -
Spanish 64.55 64.53 64.35 0.7952 0.1005
Polish 87.91 63.45 84.85 0.8677 -

Portuguese 65.61 62.59 64.87 0.6862 0.1042
Avg 75.63 68.27 74.89 0.8066 0.0886

PGD

English 87.35 84.66 87.56 0.9234 0.0600

0.0340 0.0647 0.0431

Italian 68.51 64.16 69.79 0.7241 -
Spanish 70.23 69.66 70.58 0.7875 0.0511
Polish 87.67 63.59 84.78 0.8541 -

Portuguese 67.02 63.27 65.78 0.7099 0.0167
Avg 76.16 69.07 75.70 0.7998 0.0426

SentBias

English 89.84 87.23 89.83 0.8983 0.0528

0.0286 0.0997 0.0000

Italian 70.24 49.33 64.01 0.4970 -
Spanish 60.22 39.42 47.25 0.4872 0.0165
Polish 58.25 37.57 45.26 0.3512 -

Portuguese 58.95 40.73 47.76 0.3860 0.0208
Avg 67.50 50.86 58.82 0.5239 0.0300

Our Method

English 88.72 85.85 88.72 0.9267 0.0428

0.0443 0.0795 0.0050

Italian 71.05 61.61 70.19 0.7334 -
Spanish 70.77 70.47 71.13 0.7864 0.0085
Polish 87.73 65.67 85.36 0.8292 -

Portuguese 64.56 57.52 61.23 0.5903 0.0167
Avg 76.57 68.22 75.33 0.7732 0.0227
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Table 5: Experimental results of different models on country attribute debiasing

Method Language
Performance (↑) Fairness (↓)

Acc Fm Fw AUC MED MUED MEPD SD

BERT
(Individual
Training)

English 89.18 86.30 89.13 0.9324 0.0735

- - -

Italian 69.20 63.76 70.10 0.7268 -
Spanish 69.96 69.54 70.33 0.7852 0.0531
Polish 86.45 65.02 84.61 0.7875 -

Portuguese 68.42 65.49 67.65 0.6793 0.1678
Avg 76.64 70.02 76.36 0.7822 0.0981

BERT
(Merge

Training)

English 88.22 85.13 88.18 0.9247 0.0431

0.0059 0.0811 -

Italian 72.43 65.17 72.34 0.7224 -
Spanish 71.85 71.58 72.20 0.8016 0.0395
Polish 87.48 64.40 84.91 0.7431 -

Portuguese 61.40 54.79 58.49 0.5996 0.0861
Avg 76.28 68.21 75.22 0.7583 0.0562

FGM

English 88.90 85.99 88.87 0.9318 0.0542

0.0004 0.0709 0.0216

Italian 71.16 64.79 71.55 0.7520 -
Spanish 64.55 64.53 64.35 0.7952 0.0488
Polish 87.91 63.45 84.85 0.8677 -

Portuguese 65.61 62.59 64.87 0.6862 0.2165
Avg 75.63 68.27 74.89 0.8066 0.1065

PGD

English 87.35 84.66 87.56 0.9234 0.0589

0.0391 0.0647 0.0313

Italian 68.51 64.16 69.79 0.7241 -
Spanish 70.23 69.66 70.58 0.7875 0.1147
Polish 87.67 63.59 84.78 0.8541 -

Portuguese 67.02 63.27 65.78 0.7099 0.1451
Avg 76.16 69.07 75.70 0.7998 0.1062

SentBias

English 89.84 87.23 89.83 0.8983 0.0583

0.0343 0.0997 0.0007

Italian 70.24 49.33 64.01 0.4970 -
Spanish 60.22 39.42 47.25 0.4872 0.0011
Polish 58.25 37.57 45.26 0.3512 -

Portuguese 58.95 40.73 47.76 0.3860 0.0204
Avg 67.50 50.86 58.82 0.5239 0.0266

Our Method

English 87.34 83.88 87.24 0.9178 0.0460

0.0152 0.0636 0.0029

Italian 69.09 62.61 69.63 0.7216 -
Spanish 65.90 65.89 66.04 0.7831 0.0379
Polish 87.00 67.47 85.50 0.8028 -

Portuguese 64.56 60.03 62.91 0.6134 0.0515
Avg 74.78 67.97 74.26 0.7677 0.0451
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model has better results as well as more stable performance in terms of multilingual equality
difference.

Multilingual equality performance difference On the equality performance dif-
ference assessment, PGD has good performance on the debiasing of the four sensitive at-
tributes, with the MEPD value decreasing from 0.0811 to 0.0647. Our method is second only
to the PGD method, with the MEPD values for the four sensitive attributes of age, country,
ethnicity and gender decreasing from 0.0811 to 0.0736, 0.0653, 0.0795 and 0.0636, with the
MEPD values for the country attribute slightly exceeding those of the PGD model. As for
the FGM approach, while it also improves the equality performance difference of the model,
the effect is not as pronounced as our approach and the PGD approach, while SentBias has
a negative effect in that it exacerbates the performance unfairness across languages.

Strategy destructiveness We have recently conducted a destructive evaluation of
strategies in which the fairness results of BERT (Merge Training) were used as the evaluation
results for models that did not employ the debiasing operation. The overall metric trend is
that SentBias is the least destructive across sensitive attributes, and our method is slightly
more destructive than the SentBias method, but less destructive than the PGD and FGM
methods.

Performance The performance of models trained individually for each language is
significantly better than training all languages together in one model, suggesting that joint
training between different languages can have some negative gain on each other. When
debiasing the age attribute, FGM is less effective than BERT (Merge Training) on several
metrics, with only the AUC metric improving, achieving the highest AUC value of 0.8066,
while the PGD method only decreases in accuracy, with significant improvements in the
other three metrics. When the gender, country, and race attributes are debiased separately,
the general experimental picture is similar to that of the age attribute debiasing experiments,
except that the model for gender debiasing is slightly lower than BERT (Merge Training) in
terms of accuracy, macro-averaged F-value, and micro-evaluated F-value for race debiasing.
Collectively, our debiasing method has less negative impact on performance and can even,
to some extent, improve the performance of the model.

Combining the above five categories of metrics, it can be found that our method is
not the best performer in terms of a single metric. FGM has the best performance, while
SentBias has the best monolingual equality difference and the least strategy destructiveness.
In addition, PGD has the best equality performance difference, and our model has the best
multilingual equality difference evaluation. Overally, our method is the most comprehensive
in terms of performance, meaning that we ensure not only the performance of the model,
but also the monolingual equality difference, multilingual equality difference, the equality
performance difference, and strategic destructiveness without the large instability of other
methods, such as SentBias, which improves the reduced strategic destructiveness but also
significantly affects the model’s equality performance difference.

5.5 Ablation Study

We further conduct ablation studies on the text debiasing module and the language fusion
module, and the results are shown in Tables 6 - 9. We will analyze the results of the
debiasing experiments for our approach in five dimensions.
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Table 6: Ablation experimental results of different models on gender attribute debiasing

Method Language
Performance (↑) Fairness (↓)

Acc Fm Fw AUC MED MUED MEPD SD

Our Method

English 88.12 84.71 87.96 0.9283 0.0622

0.0028 0.0653 0.0197

Italian 69.32 62.53 69.72 0.7104 0.0341
Spanish 70.37 70.14 70.71 0.8041 0.0211
Polish 85.35 67.23 84.66 0.8110 0.0409

Portuguese 65.61 61.71 64.33 0.6281 0.0208
Avg 75.75 69.26 75.48 0.7764 0.0358

- Text
Debiasing
Module

English 87.84 84.64 87.80 0.9183 0.0301

0.0024 0.0416 0.0218

Italian 70.59 64.21 71.02 0.7273 0.0341
Spanish 69.15 68.98 69.48 0.7996 0.1110
Polish 86.69 65.31 84.80 0.8064 0.0200

Portuguese 61.05 56.52 59.53 0.6247 0.1000
Avg 75.06 67.93 74.53 0.7753 0.0590

- Language
Fusion
Module

English 86.19 83.05 86.33 0.9121 0.0551

0.0009 0.0893 0.0157

Italian 70.13 63.65 70.57 0.7313 0.0576
Spanish 69.01 68.86 69.34 0.8034 0.0600
Polish 87.30 64.18 84.77 0.7949 0.0164

Portuguese 65.26 61.22 63.90 0.6481 0.1000
Avg 75.58 68.19 74.98 0.7780 0.0578

Table 7: Ablation experimental results of different models on age attribute debiasing

Method Language
Performance (↑) Fairness (↓)

Acc Fm Fw AUC MED MUED MEPD SD

Our Method

English 88.69 85.93 88.74 0.9271 0.0964

0.0159 0.0736 0.0235

Italian 70.93 63.22 70.82 0.7248 0.0328
Spanish 71.18 70.74 71.53 0.8050 0.0123
Polish 87.30 68.01 85.79 0.8068 0.0146

Portuguese 63.51 57.78 61.11 0.6438 0.1120
Avg 76.32 69.14 75.60 0.7815 0.0536

- Text
Debiasing
Module

English 8768 8448 87.65 0.9204 0.0955

0.0439 0.0986 0.0281

Italian 69.90 64.94 70.88 0.7348 0.0467
Spanish 67.79 67.78 67.93 0.7960 0.0606
Polish 87.55 65.63 85.27 0.8085 0.0078

Portuguese 63.51 59.57 62.27 0.6080 0.0607
Avg 75.28 68.48 74.80 0.7735 0.0543

- Language
Fusion
Module

English 86.25 83.50 86.53 0.9000 0.1009

0.0209 0.0800 0.0178

Italian 71.86 63.80 71.50 0.7286 0.0296
Spanish 71.18 70.20 71.39 0.7712 0.1507
Polish 87.36 60.97 83.93 0.7692 0.0142

Portuguese 67.37 62.99 65.72 0.6616 0.0455
Avg 76.80 68.29 75.81 0.7661 0.0682
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Table 8: Ablation experimental results of different models on country attribute debiasing

Method Language
Performance (↑) Fairness (↓)

Acc Fm Fw AUC MED MUED MEPD SD

Our Method

English 87.34 83.88 87.24 0.9178 0.0460

0.0152 0.0636 0.0029

Italian 69.09 62.61 69.63 0.7216 -
Spanish 65.90 65.89 66.04 0.7831 0.0379
Polish 87.00 67.47 85.50 0.8028 -

Portuguese 64.56 60.03 62.91 0.6134 0.0515
Avg 74.78 67.97 74.26 0.7677 0.0451

- Text
Debiasing
Module

English 87.08 83.49 86.96 0.9184 0.0342

0.0194 0.0922 0.0101

Italian 71.05 65.02 71.57 0.7283 -
Spanish 69.96 69.85 70.25 0.8075 0.0275
Polish 87..67 66.68 85.60 0.8191 -

Portuguese 63.51 59.57 62.27 0.6228 0.1813
Avg 75.85 68.92 75.33 0.7792 0.0810

- Language
Fusion
Module

English 87.81 84.31 87.65 0.9233 0.0557

0.0174 0.1054 0.0203

Italian 70.47 63.22 70.59 0.7178 -
Spanish 67.39 67.35 67.59 0.7970 0.0936
Polish 87.30 63.98 84.72 0.8157 -

Portuguese 58.95 55.80 58.33 0.5927 0.2176
Avg 74.38 66.93 73.77 0.7693 0.1223

Table 9: Ablation experimental results of different models on ethnicity attribute debiasing

Method Language
Performance (↑) Fairness (↓)

Acc Fm Fw AUC MED MUED MEPD SD

Our Method

English 88.72 85.85 88.72 0.9267 0.0428

0.0443 0.0795 0.0050

Italian 71.05 61.61 70.19 0.7334 -
Spanish 70.77 70.47 71.13 0.7864 0.0085
Polish 87.73 65.67 85.36 0.8292 -

Portuguese 64.56 57.52 61.23 0.5903 0.0167
Avg 76.57 68.22 75.33 0.7732 0.0227

- Text
Debiasing
Module

English 88.16 84.74 87.99 0.9273 0.0465

0.0501 0.1122 0.0119

Italian 69.90 65.28 70.99 0.7141 -
Spanish 62.92 62.90 62.72 0.7790 0.0338
Polish 87.12 64.73 84.84 0.7943 -

Portuguese 60.00 57.02 59.44 0.5816 0.0750
Avg 73.62 66.94 73.20 0.7593 0.0518

- Language
Fusion
Module

English 88.33 85.06 88.21 0.9236 0.0548

0.0476 0.1092 0.0355

Italian 68.17 63.67 69.43 0.7324 -
Spanish 69.28 69.05 69.64 0.7898 0.0728
Polish 87.18 63.84 84.63 0.8067 -

Portuguese 57.54 54.65 57.10 0.5734 0.0208
Avg 74.10 67.25 73.80 0.7652 0.0495
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Performance After removing the text debiasing module, the classification performance
of the model largely degrades, except for the negative gain from the module shown in the
results of the country attribute debiasing experiments in Table 8. Overall, the text debiasing
module has a beneficial effect on the performance of the model itself for the classification
task. With the removal of the language fusion module, most of the classification performance
evaluation indicators show a significant decrease.

Monolingual equality difference On the four sensitive attribute debiasing models,
after removing the text debiasing module or the language fusion module, the monolingual
equality difference of the models increased, meaning that more bias was generated, indi-
cating that these two models had a significant effect in improving the monolingual equality
difference of the models.

Multilingual equality difference Except for the gender attribute debiasing exper-
iment in Table 6, where the removal of the language fusion module reduces the model’s
multilingual bias, all other ablation experiments demonstrate the effectiveness of text debi-
asing module and language fusion module in reducing multilingual equality difference under
multilingual fairness assessment.

Multilingual equality performance difference Except for the gender attribute de-
biasing experiments in Table 6, where the performance fairness of the model across lan-
guages is improved after removing the text debiasing module, all other ablation experiments
demonstrate the effectiveness of the text debiasing module and the language fusion module
in reducing multilingual performance bias.

Strategy destructiveness The use of the language fusion module is effective in re-
ducing the damage of the debiasing strategy on other sensitive attributes in each of the
sensitive attribute debiasing model experiments, whereas the strategy destructiveness of
the text debiasing module is relatively unstable and does not increase the bias on other
sensitive attributes when debiasing on country or ethnicity, while it significantly increases
the bias on other sensitive attributes when debiasing on gender or age.

In summary, after removing the language fusion module, the language performance
fairness and the performance of the model are reduced. In addition, in the debiasing exper-
iments of most sensitive attributes, removing the language fusion module will increase the
multilingual equality difference of the model and the damage of the debiasing strategy for
other sensitive attributes. After removing the debiasing module, the model’s performance,
monolingual bias, multilingual bias and multilingual performance bias have all rose, but
in the damage of the debiasing strategy for other sensitive attributes, there has been an
unstable phenomenon, that is, the use of this module may increase Damage to other bias
attributes. Experimental results demonstrate that two modules have a significant effect on
dealing with multilingual text classification fairness tasks.

6. Conclusion

In this paper, we focus on the task of multilingual text classification and propose a debiasing
framework for multilingual text classification based on contrastive learning. Our proposed
method does not need to rely on any external language resources and can be extended
to any other languages. What’s more, We not only focus on the performance ability of
the model on the multilingual fairness task, but also hope to evaluate the fairness of the
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multilingual classification model from more dimensions. So we propose a multi-dimensional
fairness evaluation framework for multilingual text classification.

We hope that our work can provide a more general debiasing method and a more com-
prehensive evaluation framework for multilingual text fairness tasks. Experimental results
demonstrate the effectiveness of our method. Although our method is not the best in a
single metric, but overall, our method is the most comprehensive, that is, we not only guar-
antee the performance of the model, but also guarantee the model’s monolingual equality
difference, multilingual equality difference, multilingual equality performance difference and
strategy destructiveness. Our research can be used as a strong benchmark and evaluation
method for multilingual text classification.
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